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Aim and objectives of deliverable 6.2 The objective of this deliverable is to give an overview of the state of the art of data generation mechanisms. The generated populations which serve as the simulation basis are presented in this deliverable. Two main synthetic universes have been generated: on the one hand the AAT-SILC population and on the other hand the AMELIA data set. The University of Vienna is responsible for the generation of the AAT-SILC population whereas the University of Trier is responsible for the generation of the AMELIA population.
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Chapter 1 Introduction The set of targets of the AMELI project comprehends the testing of different estimation methods and variance estimation for the Laeken Indicators. In general, micro-simulation is often used to control for the interplay between data structure, sampling scheme, and properties of estimators. This can be done with a design-based micro-simulation approach. To apply such an approach a synthetic population is necessary, which is bigger than the scientific use file (SUF) delivered by Eurostat. The requirements for such a population are manifold. In this work an overview of the methodology for the reproduction of the most important population characteristics and for the minimization of the disclosure risk is presented. The benefit obtained from the stand-alone Laeken Indicators is small, whereas the indicators give added value when a comparison is possible. Comparisons can be made over time and across different regional entities. The big echo in the press after the publication of the atlas of poverty by the German Charity Group (Deutscher Parit¨atischer Wohlfahrtsverband) showed that there is a big need and interest in regional analysis. Further, it is interesting to evaluate the reaction of the indicators to extreme data situations such as the presence of outliers. These reactions can be tested in micro-simulation approaches. Generally, it is always the optimum to conduct micro-simulations on real data, like data from the census or complete statistics like the basic file of the European Union Statistics on Income and Living Conditions (EU-SILC). However, due to different reasons the real data are often not available. Possible reasons are disclosure problems but also lacking recent survey material on the topic of interest. Nevertheless, it is possible to apply scenario analysis to synthetic data if the real data is not available. To catch the structure of the original data is then the most important issue, with the disadvantage that statements concerning the content are no longer possible but also not intended. Unfortunately, information from censuses or comparable data for most of the countries in the European Union is not available. The absence of data in an appropriate manner necessitates the generation of synthetic universes. One important example for the requirement of a suitable data set is the situation where the performance of point or variance estimators have to be checked in a Monte Carlo experiment. The synthetic universe can
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3 then be helpful to test how different sampling schemes influence the inference. It is remarkable that reasons for generating a synthetic population are different. Furthermore, the requirements for such a population are manifold and differ between research tasks. Moreover, the underlying data basis is of different quality and often various data sets are available. This also implies that the methods for generating a synthetic population differ from each other. Therefore, it is not possible to recommend one proceeding which may be regarded as the best one overall. For the AMELI project different data sets were applied. The Austrian SILC data set, delivered by the Austrian national statistical office, and the scientific use file of the EUSILC data set, delivered by Eurostat, are the basis for synthetic populations. This data should be treated confidentially, it becomes subject to non disclosure. Therefore, it is necessary to generate a synthetic population for which it is impossible to link entries with real live persons. The importance and difficulty of this task depend very much on the basic data set. However, when applying synthetisation techniques, one should keep in mind that the structure of the original data should be identifiable in the synthetic universe. Concluding, it is a difficult task to take all exigencies into consideration while generating a synthetic data set. At the same time it is a chance because the combination of these structures in one freely available data set is seldom. Our target in the present case is to produce a public dataset which is free available and which can be used to compare different estimation methods. In chapter 2, synthetic data generation is discussed in general. Requirements for synthetic universes and the state of the art in the generating synthetic universes are presented. Further, the data framework for the simulations within AMELI is introduced within section 2.3. Chapter 3 covers the generation of the synthetic Austrian population data AATSILC. The synthetic population AMELIA, which is dedicated to small area estimation, is presented in Chapter 4. In both chapters a rough overview about the proceeding for the generation of the universes and selected results is presented. Finally, a summary is given in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2 Synthetic data generation This chapter provides a general discussion on synthetic data generation. Section 2.1 addresses requirements for synthetic populations. A short review of common methods for data simulation is given in section 2.2. Lastly, section 2.3 is focused on EU-SILC data.



2.1



Requirements for synthetic universes



It was mentioned in the introduction that requirements may result from specific research tasks. One example concerns regional arrangements which have to be available if it is the task to compare survey designs. Other requirements result from the original structure of the basic data set which should be as far as possible preserved. It is, for example, important to have the real correlation between variables as well as a realistic heterogeneity between the populations in different stratas. At the same time the household structure of the real data should be maintained. That is for example of special interest for the indicators of social exclusion because some indicators are implemented on household level. The indicator Persons living in jobless households (SIP5) is one example. Further, it is assumed that strong interactions exist between the household members, which can be important for estimations in following simulations. It is, for example, possible that the current education activity (PE010 in EU-SILC) of children has to be estimated but is not known. However, maybe the ISCED level (PE040 in EU-SILC) attained by their parents is known and can be taken as auxiliary information. If a strong relationship between the educational backgrounds of different household members is observed in the basic data set. The so-called household structure should be preserved in the synthetic population. The household structures are of prior interest for some Laeken Indicators and have to be respected. Because it is quite difficult to generate a completely synthesized household structure, the original structure contained in the data set should be preserved. These structures can vary between communities of different size. Beside the interest to preserve micro structures, there is also an interest in preserving macro structures. This point concerns the heterogeneities which are assumed to have a great impact on the estimates. Especially in the case of the DACSEIS data set this was a disadvantage. The question if heterogeneities are sufficiently mapped in the data set is closely linked with the question whether a close to reality spatial structure is realized.
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This circumstance is one aspect of the exigency to create consistent structures for different regional levels. Thus, not only the micro structures (household and maybe address membership) but also macro structures (communal, regional compilations) have to be coherent. Concerning the structure of the data set, the distributions for categorical and discrete variables as well as conditional frequencies and interactions between variables should be correct. A complete new task is the longitudinal structure. For some variables it is easy to forecast a value into the future (e.g. the age of a person), while for others it is not. One easy example here is the variable age. Knowing the recent age of a person, it is easy to predict the age for one year later. Another requirement affects the interdependencies between variables and geographic entities which have to be taken into account. The comparison of the within-group variance with the between-group variance should lead towards the same results for the synthetic and the original data set. Moreover, the data basis needs to be of sufficient size. A bigger data set than the EUSILC scientific use file is necessary because this data set should be treated as universe. Afterwards, different samples will be drawn to control for the interplay between data structure, sampling scheme, and properties of estimators. This can conduce to the elaboration of methods for measuring the adequacy of synthetically generated data with respect to accuracy, distributional aspects and confidentiality. The proposed solutions presented in this report fulfill these requirements. Since a synthetic universe cannot be perfect, the aim of the presented solutions is to generate synthetic universes which are as realistic as possible.



2.2



State of the art in data generation



The simulation of population micro data is closely related to the field of microsimulation, which is a well-established methodology within the social sciences. Microsimulation models attempt to reproduce the behavior of individual units such as persons, households, vehicles or firms. Therefore, most microsimulation studies involve the creation of an adequate, large-scale micro data set as a first step. The main purpose of microsimulation models is to allow for policy analysis at the microlevel. By contrast, within the AMELI project synthetic populations are generated solely as a basis for extensive simulation studies. Hence, there are some differences in the requirements for data generation. However, some of the methods used within microsimulation have been integrated in the development of the simulation scheme. There are several main approaches for the generation of synthetic micro data. Two very important approaches are synthetic reconstruction and combinatorial optimization. Synthetic reconstruction normally involves sampling from conditional distributions derived from published contingency tabulations (Huang and Williamson, 2001). In contrast, combinatorial optimization uses reweighting of existing, publicly available micro data
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sets, as released by many countries. Both approaches share the advantage that data from different sources can easily be linked through methods like iterative proportional fitting (IPF). A detailed comparison of these methods and their application to the Sample of Anonymised Records from the 1991 Census in Britain is provided by Huang and Williamson (2001). Norman (1999) gives a practical introduction to IPF together with a comprehensive overview of related literature. Two examples of microsimulation models simulating entire populations are the SimBritain model (Ballas et al., 2005) and the SVERIGE model (Holm et al., 2006). Both models are dynamic spatial microsimulation models, which means that they simulate the population over many years at the small area level. SYNTHESIS (cf. e.g. Birkin and Clarke 1988) is another example in this context. An alternative approach for the generation of synthetic data sets is discussed by Rubin (1993). He addresses the confidentiality problem connected with the release of publicly available micro data and proposes the generation of fully synthetic micro data sets using multiple imputation. Raghunathan et al. (2003); Drechsler et al. (2008a); Reiter (2009) discuss this approach in more detail. Drechsler et al. (2008a) compare the regression coefficients of the imputed data with the original ones. However, it is impossible to generate categories that are not represented in the (original) sample with their approach. In addition, they do not consider outliers and missing values, or the possible generation of structural zeros in combinations of variables. The generation of population micro data as a basis for a Monte Carlo simulation study is described by M¨ unnich and Sch¨ urle (2003) and M¨ unnich et al. (2003). Their work also acts as a starting point for the development of a simulation scheme for EU-SILC populations. As stated above, different methods exist to construct a synthetic data set. The idea of a synthetic data set goes back to Rubin (1976). This approach to create synthetic data is embedded in the multiple imputation framework. Drechsler et al. (2008b) implemented this approach in a German example to take care for disclosure problems. Their target was to minimize the disclosure risk while maximizing the data utility. The way of creating a synthetic population depends on the purpose of the study, it is in fact a multidisciplinary research interest. Synthetic populations are, for example, necessary in disease research but also for socio-demographic research topics. In general, many different approaches compete on the task of population generation. It is important to analyze the process of data collection, especially if extreme sampling weights exist. At least it is possible to create several public datasets with the same underlying data like Abowd and Lane (2004) mentioned it. Then it can be possible to serve different requirements from different user groups without running in disclosure problems. It is then possible to avoid this dilemma because sometimes only the combination of information is critical. The area of application for synthetic micro data expanded greatly. The so-called synthetic baseline population is used in travel demand models for example by Beckman et al. (1996). Ballas and Clarke (2000) applied a microsimulation for local labour market
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analysis. Another field of application of synthetic micro data exists in the context of spatial microsimulation models, applied for example by Chin and Harding (2006). Hanaokaa and Clarke (2007) combined the examination of these spatial microsimulation models with the content analysis of retail markets. The use of microsimulation models for the analysis of tax systems is widespread, Chin et al. (2005) processed such an analysis. Other examples for microsimulation models with synthetic data exist for the examination of firm behaviors which was analysed by Kumar and Kockelman (2007). Such microsimulation approaches are also applied in fields which are very close to the examined issues in the AMELI context. Harding et al. (2004) performed a spatial microsimulation approach for the assessment of poverty and inequality. Often the aim is to enable the usage of multiple sources which can be micro or macro data. Also in the present case information from different sources has to be processed. However, less publications have been published concerning this topic. Kohnen and Reiter (2009) is one example for the combination of data from two agencies which should be treated confidentially. One aim of the AMELI project was to investigate robust estimation of the Laeken Indicators. For this purpose, Alfons et al. (2011b) developed a data generation framework, which is implemented in the R package simPopulation (Alfons and Kraft, 2010). Based on Austrian EU-SILC sample data, the synthetic population AAT-SILC was generated with this framework (see Chaper 3). AAT-SILC was designed to resemble a representative country. A further objective was that the population data should not contain any large outliers, as these are included in the samples during the simulations for full control over the amount of outliers (see Alfons et al., 2011c). Obtaining estimates for small regional areas and domains was another target of the simulation study in the AMELI project. The investigation of regional breakdowns to relevant sub-populations is of great importance in the context of the Laeken Indicators. In this context the AMELIA population (see Chapter 4) was generated to complement the AATSILC population. Moreover, the AMELIA population was generated based on the ideas of Voas and Williamson (2000).



2.3



Simulation of SILC populations



In section 2.3.1 a brief description of the basic EU-SILC data provided by Eurostat is given. Some requirements for synthetic EU-SILC data as basis for simulation studies in robust statistics and small area estimation are then discussed in sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3.



2.3.1



The basic EU-SILC data set



The basis for the quantification of poverty and social exclusion is EU-SILC. This data set, which exists since 2004, is also the basic data set for the data generation within the AMELI project. The data delivered for the AMELI project by Eurostat contains four subsequent years from 2004 to 2007. Thus, cross-sectional data are available as well as
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longitudinal data sets. For one year four different files are available, that is the household register, the personal register, the household data and the personal data (see table 2.1). The personal register is the most extensive file, for 2004 it contains 307 666 entries and 536 993 entries for 2006. Dataset household register (D) personal register (R) household data (H) personal data (P) Countries



Variables 14 34 65 87 -



2004 116 743 307 666 116 743 241 796 15



2005 197 657 527 189 197 657 422 400 26



2006 202 975 536 993 202 978 435 169 26



Table 2.1: Size of different EU-SILC data sets.



EU-SILC is a rotating panel (cf. Hauser 2007, p. 2) which is collected differently in the member states of the EU-SILC survey. Following the data production process in the countries, an ex-post output harmonization is implemented. In November 2006 Eurostat organized a conference on requirements concerning the EUSILC data set (cf. Hauser 2007, p. 8) in Helsinki. The three criteria accuracy, reliability and international comparability were of special interest in this conference. The conference gave important hints on the problems which stem from different data collection strategies across the European countries. In Germany, for example, the Microcensus is the base for the EU-SILC data. Attendants for the access panel are recruited from the discarded quarter of the Microcensus. The access panel is a pool of households with the willingness to attend further interviews. This proceeding gives cause for the discussion about the question whether the German EU-SILC sample can be seen as correct random selection. The unknown distortions resulting from different selection procedures can affect the computation of sampling errors. Thus, it can be helpful to analyze this process, especially when extreme sampling weights exist. The composition of the German panel for EU-SILC does not allow for the calculation of methodologically correct sampling errors and confidence intervals. Therefore, the proposed strategy for the simulation within the AMELI project was to reconstruct the different sampling designs applied in Europe to control for the effects. Another problem is the extrapolation of income variables. As an example we take again the German case where income variables, which are based on the German Microcensus, are supposed to give rise to problems. The income reference period defined in EU-SILC is the whole precedent year, whereas the net incomes for the Microcensus are captured as income classes and monthly. Thus, a high non-response has to be ascertained for questions in relation to the income. Therefore, a bias especially for the low income classes has to be expected. Additionally, data is not available for every country in all three years, e.g., data for Germany lacks in the case of 2004. Especially to get the time structure it is preferable to have information about every year.
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Figure 2.1: Sampling fractions of the German EU-SILC data for the six available regions.



Furthermore, the data set contains no information about regional arrangements apart from the information about the region of the entry. Germany, for example, is divided into six regions (cf. figure 2.1) which is quite crude). Regional disaggregated analysis is difficult due to lacking regional indicators. The colouring of figure 2.1 shows the approximated sampling rate for Germany. It is visible that the red color which represents a small approximated sampling rate predominates the graphic.



2.3.2



Synthetic SILC populations and robust estimation



One aim of the AMELI project is, to evaluate advanced estimation techniques for the Laeken Indicators under common data problems. It is certainly of interest to see how such data problems affect the estimation of the indicators on national level. For this purpose, it is necessary to generate synthetic population data for a representative country. One data problem frequently occurring in practice is the presence of non-representative outliers, i.e., observations that are either incorrect or can be considered unique in the population. In simulation studies, whose purpose is to investigate how robust the developed estimation methods are against such deviating observations, it is crucial to have full control over the amount of non-representative outliers in the samples. Thus, the underlying population data should not contain any non-representative outliers, instead they should be included in the samples (see Alfons et al., 2011c). Since the Austrian EU-SILC sample from 2006 does not contain any large non-representative outliers in the income variables, it is perfectly suited as a basis for generating synthetic population data to be used in simulations focusing on robustness issues. The generation of the resulting synthetic population data AAT-SILC is discussed in detail in Chapter 3.
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2.3.3



Synthetic SILC populations and small area estimation



The AAT-SILC population1 was created to have a data set which is close to the real EUSILC data of one country, in this case Austria. The Austrian EU-SILC survey sample from 2006, published by Statistics Austria, was the basic sample for this synthetic population. The EU-SILC data set as a whole is a conflation of different surveys of many European countries, it can be supposed that this data set is very heterogeneous. The data comes from different surveys which are independent from each other. Afterwards, an ex-post output harmonization is processed. Nevertheless, the data structure can be very different for the countries. This fact contributes to a situation which can cause problems for the estimation of results for smaller areas. One part of the AMELI simulation study deals with the question how to provide reliable estimates for small areas. The focus of these parts of the simulation study lies more on small area investigation and the different survey designs. For the realization of the complex survey designs it is necessary to have information about administrative boundaries. The survey designs are in a comparable way realized for the AAT-SILC population. Some aspects, which are very important for the simulation with the AAT-SILC data set, are of less importance for simulations targeting at the evaluation of small area effects. One difference concerns the question of outlyingness. For an adequate synthetic population, outlying areas are more interesting than single outliers. Here it is not so important to have the maximum control over the amount of contaminated observations. It is more interesting to have awareness about the relation between the different nested and disjoint areas. Ballas et al. (1999) motivated the need for spatially disaggregated micro-data as basis for microsimulation approaches. The Austrian SILC data set can be seen as a more homogeneous one than the data of the public-use-file for EU-SILC delivered by Eurostat. Therefore, a requirement is moving into the focus which can be neglected for the Austrian data set. That is the requirement that the statistics on poverty and social exclusion have a close to reality level for every regional and contentual subarea or subdomain. It is of course to be welcomed to have one simulation environment which is based on one population. Unfortunately, the requirements and starting points are extreme different. Therefore, it seemed sensible to the AMELI project team to produce two different data sets. It was the target to dispose a population which is on the one hand heterogeneous but on the other hand also synthetic.



1



This synthetic population is described in Chapter 3.1.
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Chapter 3 The AAT-SILC data set The generation of the synthetic data set AAT-SILC with emphasis on the included variables is described in section 3.1, whereas section 3.2 presents selected results for the simulated data.



3.1



Generation of the synthetic data AAT-SILC



In this section, the generation of the synthetic population data AAT-SILC is described. It was generated in the statistical environment R (R Development Core Team, 2011) using the data simulation framework developed by Kraft (2009) and Alfons et al. (2011b), which is implemented in the add-on package simPopulation (Alfons and Kraft, 2010). Note that this section is focused on describing the variables that are included in AAT-SILC. For a detailed mathematical description of the models involved in the data simulation process the reader is referred to Alfons et al. (2011b). The data basis for the synthetic population data AAT-SILC is the Austrian EU-SILC survey sample from 2006, which was provided by Statistics Austria. Consequently, the abbreviation AAT-SILC stands for Artificial Austrian Statistics on Income and Living Conditions. The motivation for using this particular sample to generate a synthetic universe is twofold. First, it was desired to generate synthetic population data that resemble a representative country as close to reality as possible, so that the simulation studies performed on these data give meaningful results with respect to the performance of the indicators on the national level. Second, the Austrian sample from 2006 did not contain any non-representative outliers, i.e., large incomes that are either incorrectly recorded or can be considered unique in the population. This is important for simulation studies focused on the evaluation of robust methods, where it is crucial that the amount of outliers in the samples can be controlled precisely. Thus, the underlying synthetic population should not contain any non-representative outliers, instead they should be included in the samples (see Alfons et al., 2011c). Section 3.1.1 gives a detailed description of the variables available in AAT-SILC, including their possible outcomes. Afterwards, section 3.1.2 summarizes the simulation models and parameter settings used to generate the variables.
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Chapter 3. The AAT-SILC data set



Description of the variables



In table 3.1 the basic variables of the synthetic population data AAT-SILC and their possible outcomes are listed. While eqIncome (equivalized disposable income) is of course of main interest for the simulation studies, most of the basic variables are categorical. Note that some categories of pl030 (self-defined current economic status) and pb220a (citizenship), respectively, have been combined due to low frequencies of occurrence in the underlying survey sample. Such combined categories are marked with an asterisk (*) in table 3.1. It should also be noted that these two variables are only conducted in the survey for persons aged 16 or above. In order to avoid missing values in the synthetic population data for persons below age 16, a new category (Not applicable) has been added. This added category is marked with two asterisks (**) in table 3.1. Furthermore, the variables hsize (household size), age, eqSS (equivalized household size), eqIncome (eqivalized disposable income) and main (main income holder ) are not included in the standardized format of EU-SILC data and have been derived from other variables for convenience. For a complete description of the variables included in EU-SILC and their possible outcomes, the reader is referred to Eurostat (2004). In addition to the basic variables, most income components conducted in EU-SILC are available in the synthetic population data AAT-SILC. Nevertheless, some components were excluded from the data simulation process because they contain too few non-zero values in the underlying survey sample, e.g., the components py020 (non-cash employee income) and hy120n (regular taxes on wealth) did not contain any non-zero values. Including those components would only cause an unnecessary increase in the file size of AAT-SILC. It is further important to note that the personal income components are only recorded in the survey for persons aged 16 or above. The values of persons below age 16 have thus been set to zero to avoid missing values in the synthetic population. This strategy is reasonable since the income of persons below age 16 is recorded in the household income component hy110n. In any case, tables 3.2 and 3.3 list the personal income components and household income components, respectively, which are included in AAT-SILC. However, using all 16 available income components to evaluate complex multivariate procedures in simulation studies with a large number of samples would be computationally extremely expensive. Hence, Alfons et al. (2011a) suggested to limit the multivariate setting for the simulation studies to four aggregated components. The aggregated income components available in AAT-SILC are listed in table 3.4.



3.1.2



Models used to generate the variables



A detailed mathematical description of the models is given in (Alfons et al., 2011b). How to use the R package simPopulation (Alfons and Kraft, 2010) is illustrated in the package vignette simPopulation-eusilc (Alfons et al., 2010). If simPopulation is installed, the following command can be used to view the vignette from within R: R> vignette("simPopulation-eusilc")
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Table 3.1: Basic variables in the synthetic population data AAT-SILC. Variable



Name



Possible outcomes



Household ID



db030



Unique integer identifier of household



Household size



hsize



Number of persons in household



Region



db040



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9



Burgenland Lower Austria Vienna Carinthia Styria Upper Austria Salzburg Tyrol Vorarlberg



Degree of urbanisation



db100



1 2 3



Densely populated area Intermediate area Thinly populated area



Age



age



Gender



rb090



1 2



Male Female



Main activity status during the income reference period



rb170



Self-defined current economic status



pl030



1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4



8



At work Unemployed In retirement or in early retirement Other inactive person Working full-time Working part-time Unemployed Pupil, student, further training or unpaid work experience or in compulsory military or community service* In retirement or in early retirement or has given up business Permanently disabled or/and unfit to work or other inactive person* Fulfilling domestic tasks and care responsibilities Not applicable**



1 2 3 4



Austria EU* Other* Not applicable**



Age (for the previous year) in years



5 6 7



Citizenship



pb220a



Equivalized houshold size



eqSS



Equivalized disposable income



eqIncome



0 >0



No income Income



Main income holder



main



TRUE FALSE



Person holds largest income in household Otherwise



Household size according to modified OECD scale



* combined categories ** added category to avoid NAs
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Table 3.2: Personal income components in the synthetic population data AAT-SILC. Variable



Name



Possible outcomes



Employee cash or near cash income



py010n



0 >0



No income Income



Cash benefits or losses from self-employment



py050n



0



Losses No income Benefits



Unemployment benefits



py090n



0 >0



No income Income



Old-age benefits



py100n



0 >0



No income Income



Survivor’s benefits



py110n



0 >0



No income Income



Sickness benefits



py120n



0 >0



No income Income



Disability benefits



py130n



0 >0



No income Income



Education-related allowances



py140n



0 >0



No income Income



Table 3.3: Household income components in the synthetic population data AAT-SILC. Variable



Name



Possible outcomes



Income from rental of a property or land



hy040n



0



Losses No income Income



Family/children related allowances



hy050n



0 >0



No income Income



Housing allowances



hy070n



0 >0



No income Income



Regular inter-household cash transfer received



hy080n



0 >0



No transfer Transfer



Interest, dividends, profit from capital investments in unincorporated business



hy090n



0 >0



No income Income



Income received by people aged under 16



hy110n



0 >0



No income Income



Regular inter-household cash transfer paid



hy130n



0 >0



No transfer Transfer



Repayments/receipts for tax adjustment



hy145n



0



Receipts No income Repayments
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Table 3.4: Aggregated income components in the synthetic population data AAT-SILC. Variable



Name



Possible outcomes



Personal income from employment



pye



0



Losses No income Income



Personal income from transfers



pye



0 >0



No income Income



Household income from capital



pye



0



Losses No income Income



Household income from employment and transfers



pye



0



Losses No income Income



Note that observations with negative personal net income or household net income of less than −10 000 e (i.e., too large losses on the household level) were disregarded for the generation of AAT-SILC, since this lead to a considerable number of households with negative equivalized disposable income and poor fit in the lower tail of the distribution. However, while only very few observations of the original sample were removed because of this removal criterion, the resulting improvement in the fit of the equivalized disposable income is substantial.



Household structure The household structure is simulated by resampling households from the survey data conditional on the variables db040 (region) and hsize (household size). First, the number of households in the population for each combination of region and household size is determined by the Horvitz-Thompson estimator (Horvitz and Thompson, 1952), i.e., by the sum of the sample weights of the corresponding observations. Second, households are resampled separately for each combination of region and household size. The probability of each sample household to be chosen is thereby determined by its sample weight. For each household in the population, the values of all household members for certain basic variables are adopted from the respective sample household. Note that the variables db040 and hsize are immediately available in the synthetic population data as a by-product. Resampling the variables age and rb090 (gender ) ensures sensible correlation structures within the households. The variable db030 (household ID) is then simply generated by assigning the simulated households consecutive integer numbers.



Additional categorical variables For the synthetic data set AAT-SILC, the main aim for the simulation of additional categorical variables is to generate good predictors for the income variables.
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Chapter 3. The AAT-SILC data set



Table 3.5: Categorized variables created for use as predictors during the simulation of the synthetic population data AAT-SILC. Variable



Categories



Age category



≤ 15, (15, 20], (20, 25], (25, 30], (30, 35], (35, 40], (40, 45], (45, 50], (50, 55], (55, 60], (60, 65], (65, 70], (70, 75], (75, 80], > 80



Personal net income category (for multinomial model)



0, (0, 800], (800, 2800], (2800, 5012], (5012, 8431.59], (8431.59, 11200], (11200, 13664], (13664, 15428.26], (15428.26, 17675],(17675, 20066.67], (20066.67, 23520], (23520, 29085.30],(29085.30, 36000],(36000, 56548.35], > 56548.35



Personal net income category (for components)



0, (0, 800], (800, 2800], (2800, 5012], (5012, 8431.59], (8431.59, 13664], (13664, 17675], (17675, 23520], (23520, 29085.30], (29085.30, 36000], (36000, 56548.35], > 56548.35



Equivalized personal net income category



0, (0, 2088], (2088, 6500], (6500, 8610.59], (8610.59, 10666.67], (10666.67, 12798.88], (12798.88, 14826.67], (14826.67, 16800.61], (16800.61, 18823.07], (18823.07, 21480.17], (21480.17, 24693.18], (24693.18, 30000], (30000, 36000], (36000, 53519.11], > 53519.11



Household net income category



[−10000, −5000), [−5000, −2500), [−2500, 0), 0, (0, 431], (431, 1342], (1342, 2471.60], (2471.60, 4293.20], (4293.20, 5676.80],(5676.80, 7161.80], (7161.80, 9011], (9011, 11705.04], (11705.04, 14994.20], (14994.20, 21790], > 21790



For the simulation of additional variables on the personal level, age categories are built in order to reduce the computational effort. Table 3.5 lists the age categories thereby used. This categorization is retained throughout the rest of the data generation, so whenever age is mentioned in this section from now on, it actually refers to age categories rather than the precise age. The additional categorical variables are each generated with the following procedure, which is performed separately for each region (given by variable db040). 1. Fit a multinomial logistic regression model with suitable predictors to the sample data taking the sample weights into account. 2. Predict the probabilities for each outcome of the response conditional on the outcomes of the predictor variables. 3. Draw the realization for each observation in the synthetic population from the respective conditional probability distribution.



Degree of urbanization The variable db100 (degree of urbanization) is generated on the household level, i.e., households are used as observations rather than persons. It
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Table 3.6: Generation of rb170 (main activity status during the income reference period ) from pl030 (self-defined current economic status). rb170



pl030



1



At work



1 2



Working full-time Working part-time



2



Unemployed



3



Unemployed



3



In retirement or early retirement



5



In retirement or in early retirement or has given up business (if age > 45)



4



Other inactive person



4



Pupil, student, further training or unpaid work experience or in compulsory military or community service In retirement or in early retirement or has given up business (if age ≤ 45) Permanently disabled or/and unfit to work or other inactive person Fulfilling domestic tasks and care responsibilities Not applicable



5 6 7 8



should be noted that the region Vienna is treated as a special case. Since the whole region is densely populated, the value of db100 is set to one for all observations. For each other region, db100 is simulated by a weighted multinomial model with predictor hsize (household size) as described above. Main activity status and economic status First of all, it is important to note that the variable rb170 (main activity status during the income reference period ) is not available in the original EU-SILC sample provided by Statistics Austria. Therefore, the variable pl030 (self-defined current economic status) is simulated beforehand. Then, variable rb170 is constructed by combining categories from pl030. The conversion of categories is shown in table 3.6. In any case, pl030 is simulated by weighted multinomial models with predictors age category, rb090 (gender ), hsize (household size) and db100 (degree of urbanization). Citizenship The variable pb220a (citizenship) is simulated by weighted multinomial models with predictors age category, rb090 (gender ), hsize (household size), db100 (degree of urbanization) and pl030 (self-defined current economic status). Income variables Concerning the income variables, eqIncome (equivalized disposable income) is of main interest. It is generated from two parts which are simulated separately: the personal net income and the household net income. Each of these parts is then further split into components for the evaluation of multivariate procedures in simulation studies.
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Chapter 3. The AAT-SILC data set



The generation of personal net income and household net income is based on the procedure for categorical variables described above: 1. Discretize the continuous income variable in the sample data. 2. Simulate the income categories for the synthetic population with the procedure based on multinomial logistic regression models. 3. Draw values of the observations in the synthetic population from uniform distributions within the assigned income category, except for the largest category. There the values are drawn from a truncated generalized Pareto distribution (GPD; e.g. Kleiber and Kotz, 2003) which is fitted to the sample data. Kraft (2009) and Alfons et al. (2011b) also proposed a procedure based on two-step regression models, but the results they present clearly favor the approach based on multinomial logistic regression models. In addition, the income components for each of these two variables are generated based on conditional resampling of fractions. Only very few highly influential categorical variables should thereby be used as conditioning variables. The procedure for simulating income components is summarized by the following two steps: 1. According to the value of the conditioning variables, draw the fractions of the components from the respective subset in the sample data. The probability of selection for each observation in the sample is thereby proportional to its sample weight. 2. Multiply the simulated fractions by the total income of the corresponding observation in the synthetic population in order to obtain absolute values. This simplified procedure based on resampling is chosen for two reasons. First, the dependencies between the components are too complex to consider all of them. Second, the income components in the survey sample are very sparse, i.e., they contain a large amount of zeros. Figure 3.1 shows the percentage of zeros in the income components. Note that the sample weights are considered in the computation of the percentages and the household income components are obtained using the households as observations rather than the persons. However, before the simulation of the income variables is further discussed, the generation of the variable eqSS (equivalized household size) needs to be described. Not only is eqSS necessary for the computation of eqIncome (equivalized disposable income), but it is also used for the simulation of the household net income.



Equivalized household size The variable eqSS (equivalized household size) is computed according to the modified OECD scale: for each household, a weight of 1.0 is given to the first adult, 0.5 to other household members aged 14 or over, and 0.3 to household members aged less than 14 (Eurostat, 2004, 2009).
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Percentage of zeros



1.0



0.8



0.6



hy145n



hy130n



hy110n



hy090n



hy080n



hy070n



hy050n



hy040n



py140n



py130n



py120n



py110n



py100n



py090n



py050n



py010n



0.4



Figure 3.1: Percentage of zeros in the income components. Percentages for the household components are computed on the household level rather than the personal level.



Personal net income Since personal net income is a semi-continuous variable, zero is a category of its own in the categorization of the variable. The other breakpoints are given by the weighted 1%, 5%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 95% and 99% quantiles of the positive values. The resulting categories are listed in table 3.5. The personal net income is then simulated with the procedure based on multinomial logistic regression models as described above, thereby using the predictors age category, rb090 (gender ), hsize (household size), db100 (degree of urbanization), pl030 (self-defined current economic status) and pb220a (citizenship). It should be noted that the personal net income is not included in the final AAT-SILC data set to keep the file size reasonable, as it can easily be reconstructed from the personal income components.



Personal net income components For the generation of the personal income components listed in table 3.2, it is quite natural to use the the categorized personal net income as one of the conditioning variables. However, Kraft (2009) suggests to use fewer income categories than for the multinomial models in the simulation of personal net income. Thus, the breakpoints for the categorization are limited to the weighted 1%, 5%, 10%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 90%, 95% and 99% quantiles of the positive values. Table 3.5 lists the resulting categories. Then, the personal income components are simulated by resampling fractions conditional on those broader personal net income categories and pl030 (self-defined current economic status).



Main income holder As the name suggests, the variable main (main income holder ) is simply given by assigning TRUE to the persons with the highest personal net income in the respective households, and FALSE to all other persons.
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Household net income First of all, the household net income is generated on the household level, using households as observations rather than persons. Moreover, household net income is somewhat more complicated to simulate than personal net income. It contains a considerable amount of negative values, and its distribution is more rightskewed, as there are many zeros and small positive values, but also some very high values. Consequently, the categorization for the multinomial models is more complex. For the negative values, the breakpoints −10 000, −5 000 and −2 500 are used. Since the household net income is semi-continuous, 0 is a category of its own. In addition, the breakpoints for the positive values given by their 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 97.5% and 99% quantiles. The resulting categories are listed in table 3.5. For the simulation procedure based on weighted multinomial logistic regression models, the following predictors are used: age category, rb090 (gender ), hsize (household size), db100 (degree of urbanization), pl030 (self-defined current economic status), pb220a (citizenship), number of persons below age 16, and equivalized personal net income category. Values for age category, rb090, pl030 and pb220a thereby refer to the values of the main income holder. As the name suggests, number of persons below age 16 for each household simply counts the number of persons aged under 16. However, the construction of the predictor equivalized personal net income category is more complex. It is generated by computing the sum of the personal net income of all persons in a household and dividing this sum by the equivalized household size. Afterwards, it is categorized using the weighted 1%, 5%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 95% and 99% quantiles, while zero is a category of its own (see table 3.5 for the resulting categories). Household net income components Of course, also the household net income components are generated using households as observations rather than persons. Using the number of persons below age 16 as one of the conditioning variables seems reasonable for the simulation of the household income components, since many of those components are related to families or children, e.g., hy050n (family/children related allowances), hy110n (income received by people aged under 16 ), hy080n/hy130n (inter-household cash transfer received/paid ). In short, the household income components are simulated by resampling fractions conditional on the number of persons below age 16 and the household net income category. Note that unlike for the personal net income components, all household net income categories from the multinomial models in the simulation of household net incomes are used for conditioning. Equivalized disposable income For each household, the value of eqIncome (equivalized disposable income) is obtained by first computing the sum of the personal net income of all persons in a household plus the household net income, and then dividing this sum by the equivalized household size (for details, see Eurostat, 2004, 2009). Aggregated income components In order to simplify the multivariate settings for the simulation studies within the project, the four aggregated income components are computed from the available 16 components in the following manner (using R syntax, see also Alfons et al., 2011a): • Personal income from employment: pye 
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